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CONSCRIPTION? NO THANKS! 
Christian Frigoult 

an Frigoult was a 
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nine month sentence 
on December 10, w 

t of the Jacques Cartier jail 
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journal which was going through a period 
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Note: We are expecting an 
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7721213 
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(061) 41026 
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Tel: (071) 60274 
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120) 4121 
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Tel (O13) 320175 
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STOCKHOLM 
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Seockhal 
Tel (08) 960950 
Telex 12329 
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(0st) 870380 

NORRKOPING 
el. (011) 101% 
STOCKHOLM 
Tel (08) 340   
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EMMERICH 
(Head Office) 
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Tel (0921) 62088-8 
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Tel: (02379) 576-78 
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Tel (089) 3202006 
NEUWLED 
Tel (02631) 5471-83 
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Tel. (0911) S086 
SAARMRUCKEN 
Tel. (6805) 21085565 
STUTTGAR 
Tel: (07150) MO 
VILLINGEN 
Tel. (07721) 850 
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INI HAS TO BE 

ARGENTINA 
CAR WORKERS TAKE CONTROL 

4 BLACK FLAC 

MINERS 

NEWS | 

n BI 

  INTERNATIONAL 
    

HAITI WHAT’S UP DOC? 

  

Events moved rapidly in Haiti toward: 
end of the twenty-eight year reign o: 
Duvalier dynasty. After decade v 

ced by State terror when an estimated 
50,000 people were 

Whil 

Gonaives Rebellion Gr 

on and pestilence 
y's dependence on 

coffee compounded poverty 
rent AIDS panic, human 
orted to the USA for use ‘referendum’ w 

sed’ a 
k Duyalier as 

de ar of the Tc . i Macoutes killers, his personal militia 
in the 1960's the US kK’ nr ed strat! 

tried to oust hitt Wes that are organised by 

Leaders ar 

mm uulwa dwell 13 against price rises, food bit far with the panst g coor 
frightening the tourist ber 1985, mor B tense 1 more 

The Cometans rtraye Wi fath Baty’ I 
r's he sIm. He let in f 

Michele, now one of the wealthiest women ‘On December 15th 1985, 8\Gonaives 
in the world, became a conspicuous con School Principal is arrested and beaten tc 
umer, shopping in France for jewel: custody. All newsp: 

ir the bigest t coll: the Catholic 
r s closed 

f mouth now 
ister off to the USA 

to 

—— DEATH SQUADS LINKED TO SPANISH POLICE——> 

More evidence has come our way appointed Guardia Civil Governor f 
he B of collaboration between Spain's tue region of Spain and Casinello 

¢ Guardia Qvil's 
the Basque 

que region has 
and independ. 

para-military police, the Guardia 
Civil, and neo-nazi terrorists 

T 

onwards oth sides 

Corve ms that GOSSI blew up 
al high voltag 

Iso 
mbs in marzipan tins t 

known to be pay 
revolutionary taxes’, Santa 

ed of setting up the 
ation ATE (Ant 

ETA) withthe k F 
A known to have assas! 

f Doblon magaz us TA members. TW 
I (still working ns active at the same 

and ‘Group 2 
4 with the Guardia 

4 by Spain's 

1 from the govern 
this latter group that 

zis (delle Chiaie   

DoMRICAN 
f meuie 

Our Das who art in the National Palace 
for li 
hallowed be Thy name by present and 
future generations. 
From Duvalierised Lord's Paray 

Calzona, Vanolli, Citeutani and 
Concutelli) were involved along with ex 
members of the OAS (Cherid, Khilar) 
and Argentinian nazi Boccardo. All 
were free from the threat of extraditior 
as Jong as they agreed to carry out ‘dirty’ | 
work’ on behalf of the intelligence 
services 

Casinello is also suspected of taking 
part in the murder of four lawyers at 
Atocha (Madrid) in 1977. Two nazis 
Garcia Julia and Mariano Sanchez 
Covisa (head of the fascist ‘Guerrillas 
of Christ the King’ death squad), were 

harged afterwards but they claim 1 
4 Guardia Civil, Arturo Prieto, carried 
out the massacre and supplied the guns. 

Ironically, state terrorism has 
increased since the socialist government 
took power. In October 1983 a new 
State-funded terrorist group "GAL" was 
founded under Casinello’s control (see 
BLACK FLAG 140 for details). ‘GAL’ 

far assassinated over 20 ETA 
and there is little sign of it 

stopping its murderous activities 
That governments are responsible 

up terrorist groups is not 
news to anarchists. It is, however, news 
to the majority of people and as time 
goes on, governments will find it more 
and more difficult to hide the truth   

  

Going Going G 

up of P 
itads of honine store pue Ra iiagtgs 
had the heads of rebels decades before. 

ared by the Duvaliers as 

Duvallcists, headed by Lt. Gan, Heart 
the armed forces general 

message SqUOEZ 
y Mouse cartoons, 

TY saying he was handing 
to the Army 

crocodile tears of the US 

be taken out because he was visibly losing 

revolutionary Y 
pushes over regim 
history shows we reserve our violence for 

y of the State or it's heads 
ore States will be shaking 

this time next year if the poor organise 
their own emancipation without waiting 
for religious or political parasites to give 
their blessing 

In Haiti, one 
threw off thei ‘Gods and Masters 

me the first successful black slave 
Pale, the spirit of liberation lives on 
After the revolution? It has barely started! 
It is not over yet. A second revolt against 
the military itself, oF « mutiny by a section 
of it may occu 

The 19,000 six-month contract labour 
were to slave in the Dominican 
cUtting cane, are NOW not 

‘w are they and others to live 
1 1915 US Marines occupied Haiti 

sfter President Vilbrun Guillaume Sa 
was torn apart by a crowd for killing 
wa undted and sixty seven political 
prisoners. The occupation lasted twenty 
years. Halt! may not be as easy to take 
over as Grenada though and its close prox 

relation to the Dominican Republic and 
J start a chain reaction in the 
sland chain itself 
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as well a 
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a cope like srirmatt 

THEATR 

After a series of ups 
Libertaire de Paris has found a 1 
the Dejazet theatr 
theatre which is one of the mc 

Theatre 
w home ir 

nd down: 

a nineteenth century 
1 attractive 

in Paris. Comfortable seats, 
with a red and black back 
balconies provide a 
sound and visual quality i 

g the audience to appreciate the 
ace to the fullest extent 

In the Last two months, the exterior has 
| style and the 

The demand for free artis 
equivalent t   

  

tue or unknown 

75003 PARIS 
FRANCE Tel. 48 8 

ations are ayailabl 
Publico, 145 rue A 

uris FRANCE 

ance and French speak 

iend just back from France informs us 
t the TLPis off to a very 
attracting two hundred or more people 

very perf 

good start and 

  

Julian Beck, the anarchist co-founder of 
the Living Theatre died recently in New 
York city. Michel Matticu is a founding 
member of the Theatre de L’Acte, which 
put on the play Tout Homme (Everyman) 

"th in conjunction with the Living Theatre in 
1969. The interview with Michel is taken 
from the French anarchist journal Agora 
Libertaire 

t Anarchist 

Agora: To what extent has the Living 
Theatre modified theatrical method? 

19 4 

y. We then 
mmunity at the Chateau 

et of inter 

movement. This was our first ‘debt’ to the 
Living Theatre 
In the realm of theatrical practice itself 

the Living Theatre, or more precisely Jo 
who was later the founder of the Open 
Theatre es that 
are designed to free the actor's spontaneity 
and develop his/her corporal imagination 
and to favour collective creation 

The Living Theatre also represented the 

taught us a series of exerci 

jean method’ ‘bl 
lishing more d 

accessories": costumes 
The Living Theatre 

path as Grot 
anoth owsk 1 great innovator 

Agora: Is the Living Theatre style still 
possible in 1986 
MM: Certainly not the Living Theatre style 

Theatre style was a 
de which became just as re 

those which preceded it. On the pretext of 
attempting to involve the public, or in the 
search for a rev kind: 
formar failures 
to appear ‘What had been a profound ex 

Living Theatre, at the 
onal, very concrete, involv 

J dangerous, has since often been 
tion of recipes, It ended up 

»mething becomes 
that what was 

ime pe 

4 colle 
and when 
already be said 

little to do with theat 
polit 

ituation 
noes, At least thy 

lic’s reaction in France 

¢ group then put on Brecht’s Antig 
ony ED the death of Beck, perhaps 
the group will reach their former level and 
find new sources of inspiration 

But in the case of the Living Theatre, it 
sn't as much questions of form that is 
important. What remains just as relevant 
today in my opinion is how demandi 
they were, because they were saying that 
theatre is an act which involves a group of 

and involves 
tirety 

otionally, mentally, philos 
ophically ar d through the actors political 

ns and ideas of the Living 
considering 

y's theatre climate, which ususlly 
be self-confining. Performances 

are thought of as finished products design 
ed to dazzle in a saturated market. In a 
period in which an onslaught of racist and 
chauvinist tendencies is competing to fil 

4 political void, the Living Theatre repres: 
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Agora: Can the theatre be en important 

No revolutionary practice w 
jon. In classical political terms 
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inary project. Perhaps it is more approp 
riate to speak of what is below the surface: 
it may be tionary movement 
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theatre should always set for itself 
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